Vmoso Enterprise
Transformation Methodology
As organizations embark on programmes of digital transformation, managing collective
knowledge is becoming more important than ever. Knowledge is increasingly lost in
employees’ email inboxes, or fragmented across a chaotic assortment of new
communication tools brought in to address email’s failings.

More than a technology implementation programme
At BroadVision, we understand that getting your corporate knowledge under
control is more that just a technology implementation programme. The
Vmoso Enterprise Transformation (VET) methodology is a 10-step iterative
process that refines working practices and establishes Vmoso at the heart of
your enterprise communication and collaboration.

VET help organizations:

• Identify and integrate existing knowledge sources

• Capture new knowledge at source and index it for easy access
• Define collaborative processes to add accountability to business communication
• Devise and report upon meaningful metrics that link directly to business objectives

Vmoso
Vmoso is a cloud-based mobilecentric platform for empowering
digital transformation. A platform
that brings together knowledge
management, enterprise communication, workplace collaboration and
business engagement. Unifying
short and long form communication,
content sharing, workflow and social
networking in one tool with the
added benefit of enterprise-level
security features, Vmoso is used
across all areas of business to save
time and simplify getting work done.

We know that the hardest part of any project to adopt new technology is
getting started. Many employees remained wedded to working practices that
discourage effective collaboration and impede the flow of information around
the company. The VET methodology engages with all participants and stakeholders to drive behavioural change alongside Vmoso product implementation.

We’re here to help
BroadVision Global Services (BVGS) have been assisting leading enterprises
around the world with their digital business initiatives for more than 20
years. Throughout the VET process, consultants from the BVGS Digital
Transformation Group are here to help you. We’ll take part in your steering
committee meetings, assist with project scoping and implementation, and
training project participants.

Learn more
For more information about Vmoso, visit broadvision.com/services or contact
sales@broadvision.com

Gain mandate
• Secure management
commitment
• Clarify opportunities
• Solidify goals

Evaluate success
• Steering committee collates
feedback and report results
• Management evaluate results
against success criteria and
plan next phase

Audit people
& processes
• Who are the participants?
• What are their main work habits?
• What are their core business
processes?
• What tools do they
currently use?
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Identify
knowledge
sources

Engage
participants
• Daily engagement from
project participants
• Weekly steering committee
meetings to review progress

• Where does knowledge
currently reside?
• Integrate or migrate
existing knowledge?

Enterprise Transformation
Methodology

Transfer
knowledge

Specify use cases
• Articulate current
pain points
• Specify compelling
use cases

• Management and thought
leaders to form project
steering committee
• Training for for all steering
committee members and
project participants

Implement solution

Plan project

• Integrate knowledge sources
• Provision users & groups
• Implement access control

• Define phased approach for
knowledge integration & migration
• Identify metrics and success
criteria

Design architecture
• Map business workflow to
collaborative processes
• Design knowledge architecture

Continuous Improvement
VET is a continuous improvement programme. At BroadVision, we
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understand that behavioural changes take time and the end goal
is only reached through a series of smaller steps. The results of
one phase of the project feed directly into the definition of the
next. Each iteration delivers invaluable data about which
initiatives have worked, and which need to be reviewed.
So the journey from noise and miscommunication to a
streamlined “big knowledge” environment is taken
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gradually, not as one big leap.
NOISE & MISCOMMUNICATION
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